
PRIVACY POLICY

Tanjiblocks mission is to use real market data to make it fun, shareable and accessible to
anyone. Tanjiblocks is a free to play betting and trading app for the cryptocurrency market.
So as to complete its mission, the website tanjiblocks.com and the web application
app.tanjiblocks.com are required to collect some personal data from its users. Tanjiblocks
website and application are creations of the SAS Sumino Blockchain.

SAS Sumino blockchain representing Tanjiblocks is a company based in Villa Monte mare
route superieure de Cardo, 20200 Bastia, France, Corsica registered at the “Registre Du
Commerce et des Sociétés” - RCS - of Bastia Corsica France under the number
91069923000017.

We care about the protection of your personal data, taking this into account, we do not use
your personal data for external purposes outside of our website or web application. We do
not sell your personal data to third parties.

We collect personal data about you and protect them in accordance with the “GDPR”
applicable in France since 25th May 2018.

To complement the current privacy policy and obtain more information about our services
and about terms that are not defined in here, feel free to read our Terms of Use.

Personal Data collected and hold

- Analytics
The services contained in this section enable the Owner to monitor and analyze web traffic
and can be used to keep track of User behavior.
Google Analytics, Hotjar Limited
Google Analytics is an analytics service provided by Google LLC
Hotjar is an analytics service provided by Hotjar LLC
These services are designed for website and web application analytics and can collect
various information about your desktop / phone, highlighted in the Google Analytics and
Hotjar privacy policy.
Personal Data processed: Cookies; Usage Data, IP address.

- Identification data
Email, password (fully encrypted), username
Third party APIs like Google Connect, X (Twitter) connect, Discord Connect, Coinbase
connect are also used to create an account for users using their email address. We also
allow users to connect using Metamask, a Web3 wallet, in this case, we only collect the
public Web3 address located on Ethereum Blockchain.
Identification Data is fully encrypted and not sold for any commercial purpose.

https://tanjiblocks.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/Tanjiblocks-Terms-and-conditions-v22112023.pdf


How do we get the information, and why we have it ?

Analytics :
We collect those data by using a tracking code located in our website and web application.
The main goal for us is to understand the user's usage and identify bugs and improvements
to be made so as to make the user's experience better. This data is kept for 2 years.

Identification data :
We collect identification information from users when they sign up so as to use our web
application.

- Identification data is indispensable for us to allow someone to use our service. User’s
data is kept for the lifetime of your account. In case of an inactive account for 2
years, your personal data will be deleted. In addition, your data may be archived for
evidentiary purposes for a period of 5 years.

- This data is also useful for commercial purposes so as to retain user’s interest, send
our latest news and develop business relationships. The data is kept 3 years after the
last contact.

Who has access to your personal data ?

1. Our staff ;
2. Our subcontractors: hosting provider, chat tool, platform analysis and administration

provider, bug management provider, newsletter sending provider, our product launch
provider, contests, our payment service providers, audience measurement provider,
customer request management provider;

3. The service providers we use to deliver personalized advertising (Facebook Ads,,
Google Ads, Snapchat, Tik Tok, Twitter, Cointraffic);

Do we share your data outside of the European Union ?

User’s data is kept and stored for the duration of the processing on the servers of HEROKU
located in the Netherlands and MongoDB located in Dublin and Amazon Web Service
located in Europe Paris

As part of the tools we use (see article on recipients concerning our subcontractors), your
data may be transferred outside the European Union. The transfer of your data in this
context is secured using the following tools:

- either this data is transferred to a country that has been deemed to offer an adequate
level of protection by a decision of the European Commission;

- either we have entered into a specific contract with our subcontractors governing the
transfer of your data outside the European Union, on the basis of standard
contractual clauses approved by the European Commission;

- or we have recourse to the appropriate guarantees provided for by the applicable
regulations.

Contacts



Contact email address for Data Protection : contact@tanjiblocks.com
Contact address : SAS Sumino Blockchain, Aurélien Onimus, Villa monte mare, route
superieure de cardo, 20200 Bastia, Corsica, France.

Updates
The current Privacy policy has been updated on 31st January 2024 and can be updated
anytime due to technical, legal, compliance updates. If a drastic change occurs, users will be
notified of the update.

mailto:contact@tanjiblocks.com

